Authors' reply-We thank Dr. Brauner and colleagues for their response to our article, and agree that discussions in which providers aim to convince patients to accept a DNR order are troublesome from both autonomy and physician-patient relationship perspectives. These discussions must instead be designed to ensure that code status be based on patients' goals and values. Thus, physicians must be willing to recommend that seriously ill patients receive CPR, if consistent with their goals and values. Further, though physicians should recommend attempting or withholding CPR based on patients' prognosis, goals and values, patients must retain the ability to refuse physicians' recommendations. Regarding the concern about singling out seriously ill patients for code status discussions, our intent is to target individuals who are most at risk for having the indication for a therapy-in this case CPR-so that their goals and values can inform whether they receive the therapy.
Aversion to planning one's own death is certainly a barrier to discussing and making decisions about life-sustaining therapies 1 . We understand that in response, some advocate making DNR, rather than CPR, the default, given the procedure's low success rate, especially in seriously ill patients. However, we feel that changing the default status of CPR presents a serious challenge to patients' autonomy. In addition, selecting a subset of patients to be DNR presents significant logistical difficulties, given physicians' inability to predict outcomes of CPR 2 , and the not insignificant percentage of seriously ill patients who survive CPR 3 . Thus, as the alternative to CPR is certain death, and some patients find the achievable outcomes of CPR acceptable, we feel that patients should retain the right to decide about CPR, and that these decisions continue to be made in the context of physician-patient discussions. We feel that discussing overall prognosis, with the patient's permission, is an important frame for CPR discussions with seriously ill patients, so long as patients can freely choose CPR 4 . Research indicates that physician-patient discussions about end-of-life issues and better understanding of prognosis are associated with decreased use of life-sustaining therapies, as well as better quality of life near the end of life for patients and their families 5 . However, the goal of discussing prognosis must not be to achieve a DNR order, but instead to ensure that treatments are best matched to patients' goals.
